Notation
A graph is considered to be undirected unless otherwise specified. All graphs in this paper have the same set of vertices {p ,...,p }. A graph G is identified with its set of edges: for example, the complete graph on n vertices is K = {(p.,p.)ll < i < j < n}. Similarly, for a graph G, 6(p,S) is the uutM;r of edges of G, connecting p to vertices in S Ä .
Weighted subgraphs
We will need the following known theorem: where s and t are the cardinalities of S and T, respectively.
Proof: Because G is simple. (negative) alternation we begin at p. , (or at another specified vertex), by adding (subtracting) -.
Remark: If C is a path, then d(p. ,W) and d(p. ,U) will be changed by 1 X l ^ -, by an alternation. If C is an odd cycle, i.e. cycle with odd number of edges, then d(p. ,W) will be increased, or decreased by 1, depe^ing ^n 1 1 whether the alternation is positive or negative.
In any alternation, W becomes integral on C, and the degrees of p. ,...,p. do not change. If C is 1 2 1 £-1 even, i.e. C has even number of edges, then the degree of p. also does not wm"^m'*^m --*^?'-'.--T -»''.* y3W 1 -'-.' »w"i; wy* ■■^' y^, -^-n ! ■;. «f^ ^..pji -'■ H'r^ -;■■ ^ >ywyI.T^^T-■ ■;fv^CTJ-
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Proof: Let D be the symmetric directed graph which is obtained from G by replacing each edge (p.,p.) by two directed edges (one from p. to p. and one from p. to p.). Since 6(p.,S) = 6 (p.,S) = 6'(p.,S) for i = l,...,n,
and far all S Cll, it follows frc:-. Theorem 3.1, that D has a directed subgraph E for which 
We have to show that if no [(J),^-realization exists, then conditions ('+.2)-(U.i+)
hold for S and T. We will show it, in a chain of 5 claims, the proofs of which will be given at the end of the proof of the theorem. exists r e S such that W(p. ,p ) = 1. In particular S is not empty.
